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F

ood companies throughout the entire food chain are rapidly consolidating, leaving
just a handful of powerful middlemen between 2 million American farmers and
more than 300 million consumers. One of the most critical links in the food chain
that has suffered the effects of this consolidation is the retail sector. A smaller number
of grocery stores and supermarkets are exerting more and more control over which
foods reach the mass market and the prices families pay at the checkout case. As
food retail companies grow larger, so too does their influence on food processors and
manufacturers, encouraging consolidation up the food chain, all the way to farmers
growing crops and raising livestock.
Large grocery store chains claim to offer consumers lower
prices by increasing business efficiency and offering
discounts from bulk purchasing. But when these chains
control the market, it can actually result in higher prices for
consumers. According to the American Antitrust Institute,
the concentration in buyers, processing and retailing has
“undoubtedly contributed to the increased cost of food.”1
Consumers are especially vulnerable to the consolidated
market power of food companies since food is an essential item.2 Even worse for inner-city and rural consumers,
retail consolidation contributes to food deserts, areas where
healthy food is inaccessible due to a lack of grocery stores.

Consolidation in the Food Retail
Industry
Throughout the 1980s, regional and local supermarket
chains dominated the food retail landscape. In the 1990s,
large grocery store chains merged or bought out other
regional retailers, while large warehouse clubs and large
discount general merchandise stores expanded into grocery
products.3 Over the last decade, grocery store chains have
focused on consolidation, mergers and takeovers in an effort
to compete with the giant food warehouses, such as WalMart and Costco.4 Between 1996 and 1999, there were 385
grocery mergers — nearly 100 each year.5 Meanwhile, new
national supercenters and discounters have emerged as grocery powerhouses. Wal-Mart, for instance, became the largest food retailer in the United States within a dozen years of
opening its first supercenter that sold food products.6

The share of groceries sold by the four largest food retailers
has more than doubled since 1997.7 By 2009, the top four
food retailers — Wal-Mart, Kroger, Costco and Supervalu
— controlled more than half of all grocery sales.8 Grocery
store concentration can be considerably higher on the
local level. Consumers spend time and bear travel costs
to get to the store, which creates a kind of captive market
if there are only a few stores nearby.9 For example, in the
largest 100 metropolitan areas, the four largest food retailers controlled 72 percent of sales by 1998.10

Consumers Pay the Price
Consumers have not necessarily benefited from the rapidly
consolidating grocery industry. Grocery mergers may have
increased chains’ gross profit margins and some mergers
improved efficiency, but even when the mergers increased
efficiencies, the lowered costs were not passed on to consumers in the form of lower grocery prices.11 Some academic studies have found that higher levels of local retail
concentration are associated with higher grocery prices.12
The majority of studies reviewed by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) in 2003 found that increased grocery
chain consolidation contributed to an increase in consumer grocery prices, which suggests that further consolidation
in the retail sector could cost consumers more.13 A study of
grocery store concentration in the United Kingdom found
that retailer mergers increased grocery prices by as much
as 7 percent, but breaking up big grocery store chains
could reduce retail prices by 2 to 4 percent.14
Food retail consolidation also contributes to the existence
of food deserts, inner-city neighborhoods and rural communities with few or no full-service supermarkets, making access to healthy foods severely limited. Rapid retail
consolidation has pushed many of the grocery stores that
served these areas out of business, but in many cases the
national chains have not filled the void created by the
loss of rural and inner-city supermarkets. A recent USDA
study found that 2.3 million Americans, 2.2 percent of
the population, live more than a mile from a grocery store
and are without access to a vehicle.15 According to USDA,
urban food deserts “are characterized by higher levels of
racial segregation and greater income inequality,” while
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lack of transportation is the primary characteristic of rural
food deserts.16
Many grocery store chains left the inner city during the latter half of the 20th century, as supermarket brands merged
and closed unprofitable stores. New, bigger supermarkets
were built in the suburbs, creating a model difficult to
replicate in city neighborhoods.17 During the 1980s, cities
lost supermarkets, even as more grocery stores opened
than closed nationally. By 1995, “the poorest 20 percent
of urban neighborhoods had 44 percent less retail supermarket space than the richest 20 percent.”18 The loss of
retail stores typically forces low-income consumers to
travel farther to reach a grocery store or to shop at a convenience store with fewer, more expensive, less healthy
options.19 Several studies have demonstrated that lowincome consumers buy less healthy food, in part because
of lack of access to supermarkets.20
Advocacy groups, local elected officials and the federal
government are leading initiatives to encourage supermarket chains to invest in inner-city neighborhoods and
convenience stores to increase healthful food offerings.21
Nonetheless, the trends toward bigger, suburban supermarkets and closures of urban stores continue, worsening the
public health crisis of limited food access in food deserts.22

Retailers Exert Buyer Power over
Suppliers
Consolidation has given the largest retailers considerable
purchasing power as wholesale buyers of groceries. These
retailers can exert their influence over food manufacturers, meat processors, produce shippers and other suppliers
to reduce their prices and require specific packaging and
manufacturing practices. Retailers can also charge suppliers
fees to ensure their products receive prime shelf space or
promotional efforts. These suppliers, in turn, pressure farmers to lower their prices and workers to lower their wages.
Wal-Mart’s supply chain management, logistics and data
sharing cut the store’s costs, as does its requirement that
suppliers manage their own inventory.23 Wal-Mart’s competitors quickly adapted to ratchet down their own costs
by requiring grocery manufacturers and suppliers to lower
prices.24 Large, traditional grocery chains have improved
their inventory and shelf space management, entered into
exclusive supplier arrangements with volume discounts,
and developed streamlined distribution chains from the
food manufacturers to the retailers.25
Larger food manufacturers can also afford to pay shelf
space and promotional fees to retailers, creating a barrier for smaller firms that cannot afford the fees, furthering
consolidation up the food chain. Many food-processing
firms justify their own mergers as an effort to create stronger bargaining power with large retailers.26 Smaller food
processors and manufacturers may leave the industry after
determining they cannot get fair prices from dominant
grocery buyers.27

Food processors, meat packers and other suppliers cannot
sacrifice their sales to major retailers, but the retailers can
easily switch to alternative suppliers.28 Large retailers can
represent between 10 and 30 percent of a food processor’s
sales, which gives a retailer significant bargaining power
over its suppliers.29 Retailers often have long-term contracts
with food processors and manufacturers. An estimated 50
and 80 percent of meat and poultry are delivered to retailers under long-term contracts between grocery chains and
meat processors.30 An empirical USDA study found that
retailer market power enabled supermarkets to push the
prices paid to produce shippers for grapefruit, apples and
lettuce below the prices they might receive in a functioning
competitive market. The study also found that consumer
retail prices were higher than purely competitive prices for
apples, oranges, grapefruit, fresh grapes and lettuce.31
Shelf space and merchandizing fees can reduce competition by increasing the net cost of wholesale groceries —
retailers may be willing to pay higher wholesale prices if
they are compensated with other payments.32 Manufacturers that can afford to pay fees can effectively pressure rivals
to match or exceed payments to access retail shelf space,
which can be a barrier to entry and may raise consumer
prices. These fees effectively discriminate against smaller
firms since larger firms are more able to pay higher fees for
shelf space.33 One study estimated that these fees can cost
consumers about $10 million more annually, when food
manufacturers use their profits to pay fees rather than to
offer lower prices.34

Recommendations
Food retail consolidation allows grocery chains to exercise
considerable market power over consumer food choices
and prices, as well as contribute to the often-precarious
economic condition of farmers and workers. USDA, Congress, the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) have allowed concentrated supermarket and
agribusiness power to reach these unprecedented levels.
They can take concrete actions to restore fairness in the
food retail industry. Food & Water Watch recommends:
•

•

Stronger Horizontal Merger Guidelines to Account for
Buyer Power: The Department of Justice should reform
the guidelines it uses to evaluate proposed mergers and
include the level of concentration the merger would
create nationally and at the local level. It should also
consider the impact on consumer access to food and
on suppliers.
Coordination with the FTC on Grocery Retail Consolidation: Dividing the antitrust enforcement of retailers between two agencies can create confusion and
delays. Having the FTC oversee food manufacturers
and supermarkets but the U.S. Department of Justice
oversee meatpackers is an outdated model. The U.S.
Department of Justice and FTC must coordinate their
investigations and antitrust enforcement efforts over the
retail grocery industry.

The Department of Justice and FTC should also place a
moratorium on any proposed agricultural and food company mergers by the top four firms in any industry. Send
your concerns about consolidation, concentration and
monopoly power in the food and agriculture sectors to
agriculturalworkshops@usdoj.gov.
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